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Introduction to RNA interference
RNAi—the
capacity for
short doublestranded
RNAs to
inactivate
genes by
blocking the
production of
their encoded
proteins.

MicroRNA and its Significance




MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small double
stranded RNAs of 21-24 bp that help
facilitate the process of RNAi in most
eukaryotes, including plants.
miRNAs are pivotal regulators in diverse
biological processes including plant growth
and development, adaptation to the
environment, and resistance to biotic
stress.

RNAi continued
RNA interference is an endogenous method
by which genes are silenced. It is present
in most all higher eukaryotes, including
round worms, fruit flies, plants, and
mammals. It is believed to have been
developed as a defense mechanism
against viruses in organisms lacking
immune systems.
RNAi is facilitated by small double-stranded
RNAs or microRNAs.

miRNA
MIR genes are located in the
non-protein coding regions of
the genome. When one of
these genes is transcribed, the
single stranded RNA forms an
imperfectly self-folded hairpin
structure. This structural
precursor then associates with
a DICER protein, which cleaves
the RNA into a miRNA/miRNA*
double stranded duplex. The
miRNA* strand is degraded
and the miRNA can then
associate with an Argonaute
protein to begin facilitating its
designated pathway.
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RNA-induced silencing complex
RISC




Figure 2. Schematic structure of
a RISC.

MiRNAs associate with an
Argonaute protein (AGO)
forming an AGO/miRNA
complex referred to as an
RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC).
The RISC travels about the
cell searching for
complementary mRNA to
the miRNA. If the RISC
finds a close to perfect
complement, the mRNA is
cleaved. However, if the
binding is less specific to a
certain degree, the mRNA
is not cleaved but it is still
silenced.

Investigation of the AtAGOb/miRb
predominant association
Preliminary data from the PI Zhang’s lab indicates
that a particular AGO (AtAGOb) in Arabidopsis
associated with a specific set of miRNAs (miRb)
90% of the time, which is unheard of!
The goal of this study was to investigate the
biochemical mechanism behind the specificity of
the interaction between AtAGOb and miRb.

Thus far, the biological
functions for half of
the AGOs in the
model organism
Arabidopsis have
been described at
genetic levels and a
few characterized
with some
biochemical details.
The function of the
remaining AtAGO
proteins have yet to
be explored.
My project this summer
focused on a
particular unexplored
AGO/miRNA
interaction.

Two Possibilities for such a strong
interaction:
1. The AtAGOb/miRb interaction is determined
by the structural properties of the miRb
precursor.
2. The AtAGOb/miRb association is determined
by the intrinsic binding affinity of AtAGOb
for miRb.

Elucidation of this mechanism will provide
important insights into the biological activity of
AGOb in the cell.

Experimental Methods
A series of mutagenesis constructs were
generated from miRb:

Experimental Methods
2. miRb was inserted within the precursors
of miRa and miRc to make three chimeric
miRb constructs.

1. Three
constructs
containing
specific point
mutations at
the 5’ and 3’
ends of
miRb/miRb*
were created.
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Diagram of N. benthamiana transient assay utilized for
the investigation of AGOb/miRb in vivo interactions.
1. N. benthamiana
leaves were coinfiltrated with
miRb constructs
and 35S-8His-Myc
AtAGOb.

Results for Northern blot Analysis
of miRNAs extracted from RISCs
Lane 1: AGOc/miRb
Lane2: AGOb/miRb(c)
Lane 4: AGOb/miRb(a)
Lane 5: AGOb/miRb

2. RISCs were
isolated through
immunoprecipitation with
monocolonal antimyc antibodies.

Lane 6: AGOb/miRb
T1A
Lane 7: AGOb/miRb
C2G G3C
Lane 8: AGOb/miRb
C18G C19G
Lane 9: AGOc/miRb
T1A.

3. miRNA was
extracted from
RISCs using Trizol
reagent.

Input (top panel); smRNA recovered from
RISC ( bottom panel).

4. Northern analysis
of miRNAs
followed.

Results
Mutating specific regions of the 5’ and 3’ ends of the sequence
of miRb significantly inhibited the miRNA’s ability to
associate with AtAGOb. Conversely, it was also found that
the miRb precursor had little effect on the predominant
association of AtAGOb with miRb in this study.
Previous Hypotheses:
1. The AtAGOb/miRb interaction is determined by the
structural properties of the miRb precursor.
2. The AtAGOb/miRb association is determined by the intrinsic
binding affinity of AtAGOb for miRb.
The evidence gathered supports the second hypothesis.
Therefore, the predominant association of AtAGOb/miRb is
due to the intrinsic binding affinity of AtAGOb for miRb.
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